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I do not trust the phones in your shop anymore. I want my moneyback.

I can either repair the phone for you or pay$600.

Why don’t I return the phone to you and you pay me $1,000?

My best offer is $800 and I will take the phoneback.

Ok. We have adeal.
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Round2

Round3

Respondent

Round1

Round2

Round3

Claimant

Hi. I read your claim. I can offer you another phone of the same value.

eNegotiation Example 1



Hi. I read your claim. I will complete the works for you by endthis month.

One month? You have already delayed for too long. I want my money  
back. Pay me $5000 by thisweek.

We are only left fixing of lights, installing cooker hood and touch- up paintings
works left to complete. Please understand as my workers had suddenly fallen
sick.

How about you just complete the painting and refund me $4,000?

I promise to complete the outstanding works for you in two weeks instead and
will refund you $1000 as an apology for thedelay.

Ok. We have adeal.
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Hi. I read your claim. You did not provide me with your CPF statement , as
such the Finance company could not process your loan. How about I show
you another car within your budget?

I did pass the CPF statement to your car salesman. I do not trust your company
anymore and I want my depositback.

I have checked and the documents you provided were not the CPF statements.  
How about I offer you another car and I will handle this personally foryou?

Round1

Respondent

Round1

Round2

How about you refund me my deposit and I will get another car fromyour  
company?

Why don’t you get another car from my company and use this money to offset  
the deposit for the newcar?

Ok. We have adeal.
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Claimant
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Hi. I read your claim. You damaged my sofa and there are stains on the  
bedroom walls. I need to change the sofa , paint the walls and clean up the  
place for the next tenant . I can only refund you $200 after deducting
all these repair and replacementcosts.

I will get you a new sofa. I don’t agree to the painting and cleaning as there  
are only slight stains on the wall and I did clean the house before leaving.  
Refund me back $2500 and you can deduct $500 for thesofa.

I have photos of the condition of the house when you left. How about if I  
only charge you $1000 for the painting and $500 for the sofa and $350 for  
the cleaning services. I will refund you $1150.

How about you deduct $1000 for all and refund me$2000?

How about we share the cost and I refund you$1500?

Ok. We have adeal.
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Accessing the Case by the Respondent

Respondent has to login to CJTS via Singpass/ Business 

Users/ CJTS Pass and tag to the case by entering the one 

time  reference number (example shown below) which 

is  indicated on their Notice of Consultation so as to 

access  the claim details/ documents.



Starting the e-Negotiation

Only the Respondent can start  

the e-Negotiation process.



CJTS will show the “Brief Summary of Claim” and case

information from the Claim form.

There will be 5 rounds of negotiations. A proposal and  

counter-proposal is counted as 1 round. Each proposal  

triggers an e-mail or SMS notification to the other party  

to log on to CJTS.

Each item of dispute is

negotiated separately.  

The item’s colour shows  

the status of negotiation  

for it (e.g. not  

responded/ responded/  

resolved).

The Respondent can

choose:

➢ To agree to the

sum claimed or

agree to pay by

instalments.

➢ Propose  

alternative amount  

or an instalment  

arrangement.

➢ Not agree.



Respondent wishes to  

propose an alternative  

amount/ date/ pay in  

instalments.

Note: Claimant will log in  

subsequently to accept  

proposed amount/  

counter-propose  

another amount.

Note to parties that generally  

cases are settled with 6  

instalments.

Additional messages can  

be included in free text  

box.

Preview button to see a  

summary of what was  

proposed before submitting  

the offer to the other party.

CJTS will show the offer as a %  

of original claim amount.

Click on (+) to see more  

messages.



Example



Acknowledgement

Note to parties on available rounds to  

eNegotiate in acknowledgment page  

and Home page.



Example – Final Round

Suggestion to settle at median amount.

If there is still no settlement, parties  

may request for eMediation.



After 5 rounds of eNegotiation, if  

there is a settlement, parties can:

• Save the eNegotiation Summary

• Apply for Order of Tribunal

• Withdraw the claim using the e-

service if they choose not to  

pursue the matter at SCT.

End of eNegotiation



E-Negotiation Successful



E-Negotiation Unsuccessful


